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Judiciary Board Hearing
Ends with Guilty Verdict
Kalbacher, Fred Woll, John
Rovinsky, and Mary Lisa Smolen
who represented Phi Alpha Psi regarding both the innocence of the
sorority and the exemplary characters of the accused. The mediator,
Dr. Coleman, assured the defense
that the J-Board was under no obligation to Dean Kane and that the
final outcome would be representative of the testimony given during
the hearing. He also stated that the
trial was to be conducted in two
phases. The first phase would determine the verdict and the second
phase would define the punishment if found guilty.
The witnesses called by the defense to attest to the character of
the accused included Gaylen
Gawlowski, the RA at Hobson, Dr.
Kate Goddard, Area Coordinator
Suzanne Moresco, Security Officer
Gary Hodgson and three sisters of
Phi Psi including one who called
911. Dean Kane called to the witness stand Security Officer on duty
Robert Shaw, EMT on duty Dheeraj
Taranath, Todd McKinney, and
two unexpected witnesses.
During the proceedings, two conflicting stories were told by the
witnesses. The defense ' s testimony
described the events ofthe evening
in question beginning at the 'wall
show' in front of Berman at around

The Judiciary Board met Friday
into early Saturday morning to determine the fate of Phi Alpha Psi
and the three individuals accused of
pledging violations. The hearing
was held in Bomberger auditorium
due to the size of the student turnout. Charges were brought against
the sorority and the individuals earlier last week after incidences which
occurred on November 4.
The three individuals : Pledge
leaders Brenda Frantz and Stephanie Horling, and President Trina
Petroski, were implicated with violations of pledging rules 1, 2, 3, 12,
and 14, along with infringements of
school regulations concerning the
alcohol policy, student conduct, and
social events. The Office of Student
Life was alerted to these violations
after two students were rushed to
local hospitals for treatment ofalcohol poisoning at approximately
II :30 p.m. last Friday.
At the trial, members ofthe Judiciary Board; Dr. CoIl, Mr. David
Mill, Miss Tina Wailgum, Nicole
Rodriguez, Rob Teti, Mike Farrand,
and chair of the J-Board, Dr.
Coleman, heard testimony from the
defense and the prosecution.
Opening statements were given
by friends of the accused, Neil (See Verdict - Page 2)
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Founders' Day Closes 125th
Anniversary Celebration
toward an even brighter future than
that which we currently enjoy.
Ursinus is a gem, unique and wonderful, which in itself is a tribute to
Ursinus College concluded the celhis wisdom, his guidance, and his
ebration of its 125th Anniversary
tireless efforts."
with this weekend's Founders' Day
Richter, who
convocation, which
spoke at his final
was held on SunFounders' Day conday, November 13,
vocation as Presiin Bomberger Hall.
dent, reminded us
The College was
that "the joy of
pleased to have Dr.
C. Everett Koop,
learning is not a
luxury, but an absoformer Surgeon
General of the
lute essential to sucUnited States, as
cess."
their
featured
He encouraged
speaker.
members of the
Dr. Koop focused
Ursinus community
on the issue of
to face the chalhealth care, discusslenges ofthe twentying both the responfirst century, and to
sibiliti es of the
adapt to changes
Amenca n citi zen
that will occur. "We
and those of the
are able to trace here
government.
in this small, spe"Right now, health
cial place an unbro(photo by MIke Farrand)
care seems like a
ken optimism about
C. Everett Koop, former Surgeon General of the
dormant political
the human spirit,
United States, spoke at Founders' Day Convocation
issue," said Koop,
and about the po" ... and delay in
tential of the human
achieving health care reform in this of leadership and the clarity of vi- mind to bring that spirit to fuller
country is nothing new."
sion which has characterized his bloom," said Richter.
He stressed that our vision for tenure as president, as well as in the
Richter closed by giving his best
health care must go beyond cutting other positions in which he has wishes to his colleagues, alumni,
costs, and "must include a vision for served the College."
and aU other members ofthe Ursinus
a healthy American society."
Heefner went on to say the objecThe ceremonies also included a tives Richter has set "are on course (See Founders' Day - Page 2)
tribute to Richard P. Richter, who
will soon be relinquishing his duties as President of the College.
William F. Heefner, President of
the Board of Directors of Ursinus,
said, "I can recognize the elegance

BY MARK LEISER
Co-Editor in Chief
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Verdict: Pledge Leaders and
President Held Accountable
(Coni. from page J)
6:00 p.m. After the Wall Show they
returned to Hobson where they
pledged for a few more hours until
the pledges were inducted into the
sorority earlier than originally
planned due to an unforseen family
tragedy ofone of the Pledge leaders.
According to the defense, the newly
inducted sisters and prior members
began their celebration. Alcohol,
including Mad Dog, Thunderbird
wine, Tequila, Vodka, Fire Water,
a gallon bottle of unidentified wine,
and assorted beers, was present.
The basis of the prosecution's
case relied upon the testimony of
the surprise witness who was present
for the evening's activities. Her
story also began at the Wall Show
but proceeded differently. She did
not recall being inducted into the
sorority at any point in the evening.
She did remember standing in line
that night and being issued several
bottles of alcohol. Apparently, two
bottles were given to opposite ends
of the line and passed down the line
until they were finished. She subsequently lost consciousness and did
not remember the rest ofthe evening.
At the conclusion of the testimo-

November 15, 1994

nies, the Board deliberated the verdict for approximately two and a
half hours, at which point a guilty
judgment was rendered. The Board
stated at this time that regardless of
which testimony was correct, pledging had not ended for Phi Psi because they had not informed the
office of Student Life and. therefore, they were guilty as charged.
At this point, the defense and the
prosecution offered recommendations as to possible disciplinary actions. The final decision wasn't
announced until close to I a.m. The
penalties against the defense include: loss of the sorority' s charter
until August of 1997, the removal
of the Pledge leaders and President
from residence halls and all campus activities except for classes by
Sunday, November 12, the relocation of all Phi Psi sisters from
Hobson and the dispersement of all
remaining sisters so that no more
than two sisters can occupy a suite
or a house.
Student life is not certain whether
the violations that occurred during
pledging this semester will affect
future pledging at Ursinus. This
decision will be made at a later date
by the pledging study group.

RepUblicans Sweep
Democrats
BY PHIL CAIAZZO

Of the

Grizz~v

Tom Ridge, who has referred to
himself as "the man that nobody
has ever heard of. from the town
that nobody has ever visited," was
elected Pennsylvania's new Governor on Tuesday by beating Democrat Mark Singel by about 113.000
votes.
Ridge, who was the first candidate from the major parties to declare his candidacy back on February I, 1993, supports abortion rights,
is against banning assault weapons, and is unsure about the
Riverboat Gambling Project.
In the Pennsylvanian Senate
race, Republican Rick Santorum
defeated Democrat Harris Wofford.
Santorum's message of less government, fewer taxes, and more individual freedoms established his
credibility throughout the Senatorial campaign.
A major factor that Santorum
faced during his campaign was his
issue of Social Security, which

•••
•

•••
•

Wofford tried to exploit. Despite
this, Santorum won a majority of
votes from those who were 60 and
older. He also won 66% of the votes
of people concerned with taxes.
In the Montgomery County elections for State House the winners
were as follows : S3rd District winner Robert W. Godshall (R); 61 st
District winner Joseph M. Gladeck
Jr. (R); 70th District winner John
W. Ficter (R); 146th District winner Robert D. Reber Jr. (R); 147th
District winner Raymond Bunt Jr.
(R); 148th District winner Lita
Indzel Cohen (R); 149th District
winner Colleen Sheehan (R); IS0th
District winner John A. Lawless
(R); 151 st District winner Eugene
F. McGill (R); 152nd District winner Roy W. Cornell (R); I 54th District winnerLawrenceH. Curry (0).
A disappointing statistic however, is that Pennsylvania's voter
turnout was only slightly higher
than 50%.

(Compiled from the Philadelphia
Inquirer)

••••

•••
•

Global Perspectives
International
..on Saturday, the Clinton Administration ordered that the U.S. troops stop executing the
arms embargo against the Bosnian government.
-Last week United Nations officials released evidence that the shooting death of a ~& !,.,
c:bilcl in
might, have been ,the result of an attack by the Bosnian O<n'emment~,;;I~~1f~~~~~
J __

>,',

Founders'
Day
(Coni. from Page J)
family, and expressed his hope that
"Ursinus stand for the very best in
the pursuit of liberal learning."
The celebration of the school's
12Sth Anniversary, or centsilversary as it came to be called,
began last February with a special
Founder's Day convocation. This
was held one day after the actual
12Sth anniversary of the signing of
the Ursinus Charter.
The College has used the slogan
"Ursinus College -125- Celebrate"
as its anniversary theme throughout the year. This phrase has appeared on souvenirs and publications from the College, as well as on
red-and-gold banners that line
Collegeville's Main Street and the
College driveway.
Other highlights of the 125th
Anniversary included an exhibit of
historic photographs, artifacts and
other memorabilia on loan from
Ursinus alumni. This exhibit was
on display at the College's Berman
Museum of Art from May through
September of this year. Finally, the
College was honored to have Ernest
Boyer, president of the Carnegie
Foundation, as commencement
speaker on May 15.
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C. Everett Koop
Speaks at Convocation

Sexual Discrimination
in the Legal Profession
BY TARIK QASIM
Of The Grizzly

women are more likely to work for
corporations and the government.
which are lower paying jobs.
On Wednesday, November 9 a
Through intangible considermeeting was held for faculty that ations, though, Dr. Lenzt's study
discussed the nature and subtleties takes a different step and provides
of sexual discrimination in the le- some useful information to congal profession. The study was un- sider. For example, 94% of men
dertaken by Dr. Lentz, who with the interviewed are not asked about
help of students, talked on the rel- marriage when considered for a
evance of a compilation of statisti- job, whereas 73% of women are not
cal infonnation that addressed the asked about the same topic. The
issue.
difference demonstrates sexual disPertinent points discussed in Dr. crimination. Another point ofsexual
Lentz's speech concerned tangible discrimination concerns the fact that
margins such as pay, promotions, most discrimination is done by coand hourly wages to demonstrate workers rather than supervisors.
some of the most obvious fonns of Those males who consider sexual
discrimination that have been well harassment was a problem have on
masked. He labeled these planks of average fifteen percent less wages
his very quantitative presentation than those that do not consider
as Bona Fida Occupation Qualifi- sexual harassment a problem. This
cation (BEOQ). Some noteworthy takes into consideration schooling
differences in this rich survey in- and other facts about the person in
clude the fact that most women who general that could also lead to less
in relation to men, practice law wages. A more in depth study of
graduate from non-prestigious Dr. Lentz's investigation is pendschools. Other facts include that ing release in his upcoming book,
women were less likely than men to which should be inclusive of all
work in private firms and also that cases studied.

Holiday Helps:
The Alumni Office has baseball caps, tee shirts, and sweat
shirts with 125thAnniversary prints on them. These items range
in price from $5.00 to $8.00. Some tee shirts are in children's
sizes and would be inexpensive gifts for younger members ofthe
family. Purchases can be made daily, 8:30a.m. -4:30p.m. Stop
by the Alumni Office and start your holiday shopping early!
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BY MARC ELLMAN
Co-Editor in Chief

C. Everett Koop, M.D., fonner
Surgeon General of the United
States, received an honorary Doctor of Science degree at Ursinus
during its Founders' Day convocation Sunday.
The ceremony marked the official close of Ursinus' 10-month
125th anniversary observance.
Dr. Koop spoke of some "great
revolutions" in health care that he
sees in our immediate future, that
will "change the way we live .. . and
that Ursinus must make part of [its]
vision for the future."
The first revolution is that of the
health care system. "Right now it
seems that health care refonn is a
donnant political issue, but no matter what happens or doesn't happen
in Congress, health care in these
United States is revolutionizing itself," said Koop.
According to Koop, health care
refonn in this country calls for a
variety of solutions. He feels that
there are two possible paths for
health care in the future that must
be avoided: "Government medicine
exorbitantly expensive and insensitive to the needs of patients ... and
private medicine run amuck, similarly expensive and insensitive to
the needs of society."
"Far more important to me than
the political or financial concerns is
the ethical imperative for health
care refonn," said Koop. "Our vision for health care must go far

6rizz/y
.e.·mltors in Chief
MukLeiaer

BdIltotlaJ Board
Alicia Darby
Jill Schnader
Charlie Weinsroff
Joel Schofer

• •t A:III."'.. ·.....1I" Mike Farrand; Dlustraton Dominic Bui, Jen
.~l.~g~~ltPbot.1lp111e1'1 Sbannon Kinkaid; Staff Ian Rhile,
~_~"~C!4al.I1~d., AmY. K. Davenport, Nicole O'Orsaneo, Laurie
Tatik QuIQJ, Fred Woll

beyond just cutting cost and providing access. It must go beyond incremental change and cobbling together some kind of a political consensus. Our vision for health care
system must stretch to match the
vision for a healthy society."
The second revolution involves a
series of steps in the processing and
transfer of information, especially
in the construction of the 'information superhighway. '
Koop stated how this massive
information network can be of great
use to physicians. "By using high
tech medical communication ... we
can put the entire world of medical
science at the fingertips of even the
most isolated rural family doctor.
A telecommunications health information network allows doctors
not only to seek information on a
puzzling case before them, but gives
them a way to pursue lifelong learning."
According to Koop, the general
public will also greatly benefit from
the 'information superhighway.'
"[It] brings to patients the best in
American medicine at an eventual
real savings in money for them."
Koop offered an example in which
a patient could have a consultation
with a specialist in another city via
interactive television. The patients
would never have to leave their
hometown, which saves time,
money, and could even save lives.
"By using personal health information systems to bring into the
home a variety of health information, we can change our health care
system from being what it is today,
really a disease care system, into a
system to maintain health," said
Koop.
The third revolution will be in
the way we train and educate doctors. This is "not just for the four
years of medical school, but in the
process of lifelong learning that
must be the commitment of every
doctor in the 21st century."
As senior scholar of the C. Everett
Koop Institute at Dartmouth College, Koop and his colleagues are
"attempting to refonn medical education and trying to produce a new
kind of doctor, a doctor for the 21 st
century. Trained not only in the
science of medicine. but in the art of
medicine. A doctor concerned not
only with curing, but with caring."
Koop feels that "medical education is not limited to the four or
eight years after college, but that it
begins probably half way through
high school and doesn't quit until

the conclusion of one's career."
During a press conference preceding the convocation, Koop stated
that "the last five years have been
the most discouraging years for
physicians as they look forward to
what is happening in health care
refonn. And yet. last year we attracted more pre-medical students
applying to medical school than we
ever have before."
He also stated that he feels the
quality ofmedical students is greatly
increasing due to their humanitarian focus on the future. ''The quality of care that we can expect from
our future doctors is going to be
high class," said Koop.
Koop suggested that we can help
in improving the health care system. "The best thing that each of us
cando to help our beleaguered health
care system is to use it less often, by
practicing personal disease prevention and well ness affirming
lifestyles," said Koop. "The greatest challenge [facing health professionals today] is to reduce demand.
The best way to save money is not to
use the system."
Koop, 78, served as Surgeon General of the United States from 1981
to 1989. As such. he oversaw the
activities ofthe6,OOO-member Public Health Service Commissioned
Corps and advised the public on
health matters such as smoking and
health, diet and nutrition, environmental health hazards, and the importance of immunization and disease prevention. He also became
the government's chief spokesman
on AIDS.
Currently the Elizabeth DeCamp
McInerny Professor at Dartmouth.
he continues to educate the public
about health issues through his
writings, the electronic media, and
as senior scholar of the C. Everett
Koop Institute at Dartmouth.
A native of Brooklyn, he is a
graduate of Dartmouth College and
received his M.D. from Cornell
Medical College. A pediatric surgeon with an international reputation, he taught pediatrics for many
years at the University of Pennsylvania School of Medicine, and was
surgeon-in<hief ofChildren 's Hospital of Philadelphia from 1948 to
1981 .
Dr. Koop is the author of more
than 230 articles and books on the
practice of medicine and surgery,
biomedical ethics and heal th policy.
He is the recipient of numerous
honors and awards, including 35
honorary doctorates.
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Opinions

CAMPUS MEMO
BY RICHARD P. RICHTER
President of the College
125111: With the November 13
Founders' Day convocation, we formally ended the celebration of the
125th anniversary of the founding
of Ursinus. We kicked it off last
February at a special convocation
timed to occur almost exactly 125
years after Ursinus was started in
1869.
From February to November, the
College community has celebrated
the anniversary in a variety of ways.
Watching over all has been the
benign visage ofZacharias U rsinus,
our namesake, portrayed at key
events by Dr. Ray Schultz, Professor of Chemistry. The
campus
community owes a debt of gratitude
to the 125th Anniversary Commit-

tee for conceiving and executing a
successful celebration. M. Scott
Landis led the committee with
imagination and diligence. We
thank him and all who had a hand
in the making of our successful
celebration, in particular the other
members of the planning committee: from the Board, James Bright;
from the faculty, Ray Schultz, Robin
Clouser; from the student body,
Brian Riordan; from the alumni,
Kay Schellhase, ' 57, and Pamela
Poole, ' 74. John Bartholemew
served prior to his graduation, and
H. Lloyd Jones, retired professor of
English, served until his death.
PEW: We wind up our celebration of the College' s past just as we
prepare for a conversation about its
future on November 18 and 19.

Starting on Friday evening and ruu- ine the broad changes occurring in
ning through Saturday, 27 mem- the ecQnomic environment, in pubbers of the College community will lic expectations, and in the teachtalk together about the trends in ing and learning process itself. As
higher education in America and one person put it in trying to sum up
about the way those trends are play- the situation succinctly: "Colleges
ing out on our campus. The facili- can no longer afford to be what they
tator of the discussion will be Presi- have become."
For Ursinus, the Roundtable disdent Mary Maples Dunn of Smith
cussion is timely. It takes place
College.
The so-called Pew Roundtable is during the strategic study process
sponsored by the Pew Charitable initiated by the Board of Directors.
Trusts. U rsinus is one ofa couple of We are ell.-pecting that the "sense of
dozen colleges and universities un- meeting" paper resulting from the
dertaking such a discussion across Roundtable will move that process
the nation; a similar group of insti- along. A follow-up meeting of the
tutions held the initial round of same participants will take place
early in 1995.
discussions over a year ago.
In my experience in college adThe Pew Charitable Trusts funded
and sponsored the Roundtable meet- ministration, we seem always to be
ings to enable institutions to exam- dealing with a Big Problem. In the

"Naeherral Buzz, Man."

A Lesson In American Alcohol Abuse
BY MAXINE LANDAU
Special to the Grizzly
As people we question our convictions of alcohol. We can ask
these questions at any age. I have
never asked myself these questions.
Maybe it's because I am from another country and another culture.
Drinking wine during a meal at any
age is not considered illegal in my
country. Teenagers in France do
not feel the need to break the law by
drinking alcohol. However, here in
the United States it is considered
wrong to do something like this.
The age is not the question; it is the
consumption. When we are in college alcohol is easily obtained and
consumed. In order to obtain in
college all one needs is a friend who
is able to purchase the alcohol legally. When we drink alcohol, it
generally happens on the weekends.
I think that students at Ursinus
College represent to some degree
students in all colleges and universities in America. Some of us feel
good about drinking, some of us do
not react well with alcohol, and
some people make mistakes with
alcohol. Do we feel guilty or do we
know that we are addicted to alcohol and its effects? In such cases we
are living in an illusionary world,
and we believe that we can forget
our problems with this [drug].
A couple of days ago, I had a
chance to meet two men who were
past alcoholics. They introduced
themselves as alcoholics openly.

Their names were Eric and Tom.
Eric is twenty seven years old. He
started drinking alcohol in college.
His dad and grandfather were also
alcoholics. His dad is now a member of alcoholics anonymous. Eric
drank to have fun, but after a while
he noticed that his problems were
coming from drinking alcohol. He
did not drink daily. As the time
passed he became more and more
concerned about this illness. He
believes that alcohol is a disease
that addicts one progressively and
slowly. Eric was feeling well during the meeting. He was not
ashamed about his past. His friend
Tom discussed his past. He touched
alcohol before he was able to drive.
During the fifties alcohol was not as
easy to obtain because it was far
more expensive. Tom got drunk
with friends; it was his goal. After
college, Tom was in a car accident
with his friends. This has had long
lasting repercussions for him. In
his thirties he was drinking more
and he could not sleep so he decided
to see a psychiatrist. He told the
doctor how much he was drinking.
Tom did a lot of therapy, but it was
better to become a member of

'60s it was the social revolution of
the younger generation during Vietnam, in the '70s the decline of
perceived value in liberal education, in the '80s the rise of competition for a shrinking pool of college-age Americans. Now in the
'90s the very structure of higher
education is under scrutiny, pushed
by the seemingly inescapable limits
to financial resources and a new
competition among colleges.
Ursinus has dealt with the Big
Problem in any given period, including the current one. I have
great confidence that the College
community will creatively embrace
the future and develop plans that
will put Ursinus ahead in quality.
The Pew discussions promise to
help us in that process.

llT

from drinking ifwe carry the belief
that we can. Tom made us a bet that
he would not drink alcohol when he
was going to have dinner with Eric
after this meeting. These two men
gave me many optimistic thoughts.
A special thanks to my friend
Tarik who helped me with my English and gave me the opportunity
to be part of this news staff.

soc
Vou ktWw wh~.
V01' ktWW whlf.
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Ursinus
Students

Come Taste
The Heavenly Pasta!

Now Open!

7~JJsf4

Work in an exciting, new
restaurant concept
Positions available
immediately for wait staft
kitchen and countero
Flexible hours. 11 :00 - 2:00 p. m.
and 5:00 - 8:00 p. m.

alcohols anonymous. Tom told his
story with such emotion, and I was
very tearful. He did not have the

Lunch or d.onnero

same attitude as Eric. His story
touched me most. Tom finished by
saying that people in his situation
could rely on each other to stay
sober at alcoholics anonymous.
. . .
. h·
He fiIRIS
ed With an optimistic conelusion, that we can always abstain

Call Dan Phillips

.. ,

409- 0180
Paoli Pasta Company/Trappe Center
130 West Main Street, Trappe

CfPI!I145

A Restaurant, Take Out, and
Italian Market
(Not associated with the town or the locaQ
The Restaurant
If ifs premium Italian cuisine and you can eat iLeat it here.
The Take Out
If

it's premium Italian cuisine.. .but you don't want to

cook iLtake it with YOlL
The Market
If it's premium Italian cuisine and you can cook it, ifs here.
-Gift Certi6cates Available!__ Gift Baskets with Italian Specialties!-Paoli Pasta Company/Trappe Center
130 West Main Street. Trappe 610-409-0180
Monday- Saturday 11:00 a.m. - 9:00 p.m.
Sunday 10:00 a.m.-6:OO p.m.

..
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Scholarship Allows Professor to Experience
African Culture

SPOTLIGHT

Professor Opens Doors to
Sociological Imagination

it out," she said. It was this same
line of thought that led her to propose a project in Senegal for her
Fulbright Scholarship.
During her time abroad, she deRecently, Dr. Frances Novack,
professor of French, spent six livered a paper on multiculturalism
months on a Fulbright Scholar- at the pan-African colloquium on
ship in Senegal. Her project had American Studies, which received
her lecturing in American Studies a curious response. "My paper
at the University of St. Louis, lo- stirred up loads of discussion, but
cated 180 miles from Dakar, the what was even more interesting
capital of Senegal. She also did was how Africans perceive the
research in French-African and United States. They either think it
English-African literature. In her is a place of wonder with very few
free time, she partook in local problems, or ajungle where everytourist attractions and cultural thing is unfair and everything is
events, as well as visited rural manipulated. And students in
Senegal are interested in lots of
villages.
Dr. Novack was inspired to ap- aspects of American culture. It is
ply for the scholarship in 1989 disturbing that most of their imwhen she was on sabbatical in pressions come from movies."
Dr. Novack became accustomed
Paris. While in France, she chose
to take a trip to Senegal because of to the local culture during her visits
its close ties to France and for the to the rural villages of the country.
opportunity to see French culture She came to know the villagers'
alive in Africa. "I wanted to learn welcoming custom, which requires
something about a Francophone the guest to accept three cups of
African country, sol went to check increasingly sweet tea as family
BY ALICIA DARBY

Compiled from a College
Communications Press Release

versity.
When Dr. Machado was asked
what sparked his interest in teaching
You may be asking yourself right sociology, he replied, "I became innow, "What professor should I take terested in sociology because of my
for Sociology I 00 next semester"? biography. I was born very poor and
Well, I've got a suggestion; how lived in a poor country with an auabout Dr. Machado? Referred to thoritarian political regime, so at an
affectionately by past students as early age I began asking questions
Karl Marx due to his unruly beard that were actual sociological quesand hair, Dr. Machado is a part- tions. And why teaching? Because
time addition to the Ursinus staff there is no better vocation!"
who offers a stimulating class in
On top of Dr. Machado's appreSociology 100.
ciation of teaching, he infonned me
Dr. Machado came to the United that he likes to debate important and
States on Christmas of 1965 after current issues, but only in a friendly
befell in love and married an Ameri- atmosphere with wine, cheese, and
can woman he had met in Paris. crackers; he hates to be fonnal! So,
1be newly married man then at- on that note, why not sign up for his
leDded LaSalle University, where class. Maybe Dr. Machado can exbe received his bachelor's degree pand your "sociological imaginaIIld went on to receive his doctor- tion".
ate in sociology from Temple UrnBY ERIN CALLAHAN
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and friends are introduced. She
also enjoyed the wannth, consideration, and sense of community of
the Senegalese people.
At the end of May, the university
teachers went on strike. Dr. Novack
and two other visiting professors
were the only ones to finish the
academic year and give exams. The
students responded with a strike of
their own, saying that the abbreviated year would prevent them from
sitting in for the two exam periods
(July and October) customary in
the French education system . In
August, the academic year was rendered invalid.
"It's a shame because the students stand to lose all of their credits. This kind of thing seems to go
on all over Africa. One of the
things you get from an experience
like that is you appreciate what we
have in Amenca, as far as a stable
academic system with easy access
to books and other scholarly materials." says Novack.

Great Minds Don't Think Alike
Iytical if you are a logical problem
solver, rational, or learn by mental
analysis; structural if you like guide"A Meeting of the Minds" was lines, are cautious of new ideas, and
beld on Friday, November II in learn by doing; conceptual if you are
WLL. This workshop was given by imaginative, intuitive about ideas,
Dr. Geil M. Browning who focussed and learn by experimenting; or lastly
GIl becoming better communica- social if you are intuitive about
people, sympathetic and empathetic,
tan by using Emergenetics.
fmergenetics measures "the and learn from others.
Dr. Browning stressed that thinkIIIIIIlbination of genetic tendencies
IDthink and act in certain ways and ing preferences are not a matter of
[abe] common behaviors which are "right or wrong -- just different!"
OOIIStantly being shaped by envi- The key to better communication
ronment."
According to lies in understanding your own prefImergenetics, there are four main erences and then better relating to
.GliDking preferences: analytical, those of another preference. The
tlluctural, conceptual, and social idea boils down to understanding
awareness. The three main behav- what makes the other person's clock
.101'1 include: expressiveness, tick.
"The Meeting of the Minds" was
lllertiveness, and flexibility.
So what's your brain break- day one of the Festival of Learning,
?The workshop members which also took place on November
12 at a fun-for-all fair at Perkiomen
ee given a survey which deter- Valley
High Schoo!' The festival
-,- - ..-their personal thinking prefand their behavioral per- was created in order to build a stroncompared to the general ger sense of community in the
_pubdion. With regard to think- Perkiomen Valley.
preferences, you may be anaBY AMY K. DAVENPORT
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Tuesday, Nov. 15, 1994 8:00PM
Wismer Lower

Musical Ensembles to Present Concert
TIle Ursinus College Concert
Band and Jazz Ensemble will appear in concert on Saturday, Nov.
19 at 8PM in Bomberger Auditorium.
The Concert Band's varied program will include Elliot Del
Borgo's "Chant Rituals, n Gustav
Holst's "First Suite in Eb for Military Band" and Morton Gould's
"American Salute."

The Jazz Ensemble will perfonn recent recipient of the Institute for
compositIOns by Sammy Nestico. Arts and Humanities Education DisLouie Bellson. Benny Golson and tmguished Teaching Award for his
Charlie Parker
work with the . ew Jersey Summer
Anthony OJ. Branker, assistant Arts Institute and has also received
professor of music and chair of the feUowships, grants and other awards
music department, will conduct the from the National Endowment for
ensembles. Branker is also director the Humanities, Rutgers Institute
of jazz ensembles and visiting as- of Jazz Studies and the Internasistant professor of music at tional Association of Jazz EducaPrinceton Uni versity. He is the tors.

:--------------------------------------.,

Jason Pierce, Musical Missionary, to Perform
The Newman Society brings Jason Pierce. the Musical Missionary, back to Ursinus this Wednesday,
November 16. In Wismer Parents' Lounge at 8:00 p.m .. Jason will play his guitar and sing original as well
as traditional Christian music. In August 1993. his first album, The Light was released. It included such songs
as, "Come, Let Us Worship the Lord" and "Always Be Joyful". Pierce's second album will be released this
Spring. His upbeat, hand-clapping style of music has thrilled audiences at Ithaca. Smith, and Allentown
Colleges. As a 1993 graduate oflthaca College, Jason hopes to "inspire. reclaim. strengthen, and motivate
people of God" with his music.
L -_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _----'

A Night of Music
(A non-battle of the bands)
Are you tired ofReimert and the same old music every weekend? Of course you are. Come down to Wismer
Lower Lounge SA1URDAY, NOV. 19 at 9:30 p.m. to hear a bunch of live bands and singers that are • to
delight and entertain you! This is a B.Y.O.B. event for those who are 21 or older. That means you bring the
beverage AND your friends and we'll provide the entertainment. We hope that there is an artist to please
everybody's musical tastes. Admission is $ 1 (a small price to pay for a night of music and partying without
an inch of beer on the floor!) Get the whole gang together and party in Wismer! Call Jen Courtney at x3046
withey. uestions. '.
.
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What's Up In Wellness?
Make a healthy career choice

ROVING
REPORTER
BY DAVID GAFT
0/ The Grizzly

BY NICOLE D'ORSANEO
O/The Grizzly
If your career is in line with your
interests, skills, and personality,
then you will be more content with
your Ii fe and your success. The key
is to do something you enjoy.
There are six dimensions of
wellness: physical, spiritual, emotional, intellectual, occupational,
and social. A proper balance of all
six concepts ensures an individual 's
happiness in the healthiest sense.
The occupational dimension
deals with the career and working
environment an individual chooses.
For example, if an individual experiences a lot of stress at work, this
will be carried over into their personal lives at home .
It is difficult to decide what career to follow. However. a good
way to find the right occupational
direction is to contact Carla Rinde
in the Career Planning and Placement Office.
The most effective way to find
the right direction is to apply the
career development process. The
process consists of four steps. The
first step is assessing your skills
and abilities, your interests, your
motivations, and your preferences.
The Myers-Briggs Type Indicator
is a test that matches your personality traits with possible careers. This
is one good way to find out what
interests you the most. Freshmen
and sophomores are welcome to
come to Career Planning and Placement to discuss which courses to

take and what major to declare.
Before you can decide what you
want to focus on, you need to
establish your personal interests.
The second step is to explore
career information and career alternatives. There is a computer
network which is comprised of
Ursinus alumni. These alumni are
willing to discuss their careers.
This is a good way to discuss questions or concerns you may have
about entering a certain field of
interest and also a way to set up
contacts.
The third step is testing, by obtaining a part time job, volunteering. or taking an internship. Information and applications are available in the Career Planning and
Placement Library, which is located in Studio Cottage and is open
Monday through Friday from 9:00
a.m. to 5:00 p.m.
The final step is implementing
your plan, which involves writing
resumes. informational interviews,
job interview skills, and graduate
school applications. The library
contains all the necessary materials
for registering for the MCA TS,
GREs. and LSA TS. There are information booklets about how to
write resumes, interviewing skills,
and programs available at various
graduate schools, medical schools,
and law schools. The Career Planning Center, directed by Carla
Rinde, is a good way to establish
your sense ofdirection for a healthy
successful career.

~ Green Tips ~
FACT: Americans add up to 5% of the
world's population. Yet, we generate
25% of the world's pollution and 30% of
its garbage .
TIP: Consume less . Use up the products
that you have. Don't replace an item until
it's worn out and cannot be
repaired.

If a movie were to be

made about your life, who
would play your role and
why?
Rob Clements, freshman
Robin Williams because he is a
clown like me, and he is always
screwing around, taking nothing
seriously.

November 15, 1994

"

IJ. •.

Sgt. Grizz•.. "Nothing
:Qut The Bear Facts." ~

11-4-94 at t 1:30 p.m. Security was dispatched to acoUege residence
for an alcohol overdose. The security officer immediately determined
that an ambulance was needed, About forty minutes later, a second
ambulance was needed for another student who was liick from alcohol
Both students were sorority pledges and the matter was referred to the
J-board.
11-5-94 at 2:00 a.m. A security officer observed fireworks going off
in Reirnert and immediately detennined the location. After students
were confronted, they o~nly admitted their involvement. The matter
was referred to the Residence Life Office.

Matt Caia, sophomore
Tom Cruise only because, as a
teenager, I always wanted to
look like him.

11-5-94 at 4:50 p.m. Security was infonned that sometime during the
night, a commuting student's vehicle was struck while parked unattended. The driver of the striking vellicle did not'stop to identify him!
herself. A report was taken.

Dawn Hallowell, senior
Meg Ryan because she reminds
me of myself.

11-5-94 at 8:30 p.m. Security noticed a non-student sneaking into
Reirnert through an open. window to avoid the visitor's registration
process. The person was escorted from campus and an official notice
was sent banning the individual from campus.

Ruth Anne Gundersen,
sophomore
Drew Barrymore because she
resembles me and has the same
attitude
Mike Tucci, junior
Tim Allen. He's goofy, yet
adorable.

The Women's
Forum will meet
on Nov. 17, 1994
at 7:30PM in the
Java Trench
(Zwingli Hall)
The Women's
Forum is a reading
and discussion
based group for
women and about
women. This
week's reading is
available outside
Dr. Kelley's office,
Olin 319. The
group is open to
students, faculty
and staff. Please
join us!

11-5-94 at 10:55 p.m. Security officers located a non-registered party
being held in Reirnert. The party-goers were told to disperse and the
residents of the suite were written up. Two hours later, security
determined that the party was moved to a Main Street house. The party
was once again ended. These violations were referred to the Residence
Life Office.
11-6-94 at 12: 10 a.m. Security observed a student acting in a disorderly
manner outside of a residence hall. It was detennined that the student
was underage and {lad.~en drUikipg. The student was Written. up aDd
a report was ,sent to the Residence Life·Office for follow-up. ,
..

11-7-94 at 11:30 a.ou security received a report tbata persoDwas
acting suspicious at Wismei~ Areport. was taken and shared with the
Collegeville Police Department.
.
.

11-7-94 at 6:00 p.m. Security received a report from a studenUhather
car had been struck with a large tree limb during therecentwindstonn~
A report was taken for insurance purposes.
11-7-94 at 10:45 p.m. SecuritywasinfonnedofanoisecomplaintaDd
a possible party in a Reimert suite. The officer determined that a party
was not being held and requested that the music be lowered. As soon
as the officer left the suite, the music was turned up. The officer once
again requested that the music be lowered. Thesecondrequestwasmet
with compliance. The suite was written up for this violation.
11-10-94 at 8:00 a.m. Security observed a student violating the
alarmed door policy in the Quad. The student was written up and the
matter was referred to the Residence Life Office.
11-10-94 at 11 :50 a.m. Security received areport from the Iibrarylhat
two students were observed damaging one of the copiers. The students
left, but were later identified. The incident is under investigatiqn.
11-10-94 at ) 2:20 p.m. Security was informed that unknown person(s)
entered a residence hall and damaged a bench. The students were seen
going into another residence hall, but could not be positively identified.
The incident is under investigation.
11-10-94 at I: 10 p.m. Security discovered two empty kegs in a vehicle
and suspected that an illegal party may have taken place in a residence
hall. The matter is under investigation.

I."
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0-34
8-15

Team Statistics
1st Downs
Yards Rushing
Yards Passing
Total Yards
Passes C -A- I
Fwnbles Lost
Penalties-yards
Punts-avg.

Vrsinus
19
119
250
369
18-50-3
3-3
7-47
7-34.1
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BODY
TRANSIT

V-Romano 14 run (McGonangle kick)
D-Warren 63 punt return (Pfizenmayer kick)
D-Hinkel t 3 run (Pfizenmayer kick)
D-Hinkel I run (pfizenmayer kick)
D-Skule 2 pass from Tice (Pfizenmayer kick)
D-Hickel 55 run (pfizenmayer kick)
V-Hagenberg 16 pass from Birchler (Birchler pass)

Dickinson
16
218
205
423
10-15-0
2-0
4-36
8-36.5

,

YOU KNOW
YOU'RE
OUT OF SHAPE ...
WHAT ARE
YOU WAITING
FOR???
489-8855

Individual Statistics
Rushing
Dickinson - Hinkel, 19 carries for 142 yards, 3 touchdowns; Rubin, 9-20; Huwar, 7-17; Cunningham, 7-15;
Tice, 4-13; Pierce, 1-5; Groves, 2-2; Giorgi, 1-2; Kohner, 2-1; Hawthorne, 5-1; Welker, 1-0.
Ursinus - Mark Romano, 7-34, I touchdown; Jack Clark, 6-3 I ; Tom Mastrangelo, 7-28; Dusty Eck, 4-25; John
LaRosa, 2-4; Matt Caia, 1-0, Tom Birchler, 1-(-1); Brian Lafond, 1-(-2).
Passing
Dickinson - Tice, 10 completion.> in 13 attempts for 205 yards, I touchdown; Hawthorne, 0-2-0.
Ursinus - Lafond, 11-31-167, I interception; Brad Goddes, 3-10-13, I interception; Birchler, 4-70-0, I
touchdown; Kevin Flanagan, 0-1-0; Chuck Giamo, 0-1-0.
Receiving
Dickinson - Reider, 4 catches for 110 yards; Lewandowski, 2-57; ~evito, 2-28; Pierce, 1-8; Skule, 1-2.
Ursinus - Ron Floyd, 7-135; TJ. Coyle, 4-38; Rob Owens, 2-32; Bob Hagenburg, 1-16, 1 touchdown:
Mastrangelo, 1-12; Gavin Kennedy, 1-9; Ed McCillip, 1-9; Romano, 1-(-1).

A PHILLY FAN
BY JOEL SCHOFER
Assistant Sports Editor

As I sit here writing, the Eagles
are 7-2, their best start since 1981.
They are one ofonly two teams, the
Cowboys being the other, that rank
in the NFL'stop 10 in the six major
statistical team categories. They
are also an unbelievable 20-0 with
Rich Kotite as coach and Randall
Cunningham at quarterback when
playing in the friendly confines of
Veterans Stadiwn.
Basically, the Eagles are enjoying
great success and breathing down
the Cowboys' necks. It's as if the
Cowboys are a bunch of mice hiding in a field as an entire flock of
Eagles circles overhead, waiting
the mice to expose themselves
the majestic birds can swoop
and devour the little rodents.
among all of this success
"lCbjevc~ by Kotite, the owner of
" . •'_ .......t;...... , Jeffrey Lurie, refuses to
:CDClonrebiisC(~ll,arldconsequently

of Kotite's future keeps
its way to the forefront of
Philadelphia sports scene.
After the victory against the Car-

dinals, Lurie was asked if there Junior son or daughter at Ursinus,
should be more respect for his coach. "You've put in a good three years
He said, "Sure should be. Oh, yeah, and you're getting good grades,
absolutely, sure should be. I mean but we may decide to stop paying
his record speaks for itself and he your tuition after this year."
gets the team going every single Now you've done it, Jeff. You've
week and they're focussed ... "
really riled Kotite up. You may be
So then why not give him some doing some evaluating after the
respect yourself, Jeffrey? If you season, but so will he. He has
think he's doing such a good job, made statements indicating that
why do you keep saying things that he may be unsure if he wants to
return for the final year of his
make Kotite look like a jackass?
First, on national television during contract.
Lurie's problem now is that he
the halftime show of the Monday
night game between the Eagles and has a coach who is respected for
Oilers, you say that Kotite is doing a the job he has done in every city
"fine job," but you refuse to give across the country, except for the
city he actually coaches in.
him an all out endorsement.
He has transformed the Eagles
Then, in the locker room after the
game, you say, "I won't make a from a team predicted as an alsodetermination about Rich's job until ran to a serious NFC contender
after the season. I'll see where we're that can play with any team in the
league. In his rookie season he led
at in January."
If your coach is signed until Janu- the Eagles to a 10-6 record after
ary 1995, then you didn't say any- losing Cunningham in the first
thing wrong. Hey,Jeffi Yourcoach game of the season, losing Jim
is signed until January 1996! "Yo, McMahon later, and putting up
Rich. You're doing a good job and with the likes ofJeffKemp and Pat
everything, but 1might fire you any- Ryan as starting quarterback. This
is why he is respected.
way."
Kotite knows that he will be a
That's like parents saying to their

head coach in the NFL next season,
whether it's with the Eagles or not.
He's got to be a leading candidate
for the NFL Coach of the Year so
far, and ifhe is let go there will be
a nwnber of teams after him. One
rwnor has even surfaced already. It
says that if the Giants and Dan
Reeves part ways after the season,
Kotite is nwnber one on their list.
Lurie basically has decided that
he's going to wait until the end of
the season to discuss the gloom he
threw over Kotite's career. He
wants to see what other coaches are
available. and you know he wants
to get Jimmy Johnson if at all possible.
Not possible. according to I\It'L
insider Skip Bayless. Bayless said
in Bill Conlin's colwnn last Friday
that Johnson has no interest in
coaching the Eagles. Johnson has
said that Philadelphia is "just not
close enough to water that stays
warm all year around."
There you go. Jeff. If you can't
get Jimmy Johnson, who are you
going to get that is better than your
present coach? No one. Because of
your haphazard handling ofthe situ-

arion, Kotite might be the best available coach and you might not be
able to keep him!
Well, the situation has been resolved for the time being. Kotite
and Lurie "mutually" decided to
push it to the back burner for now.
Lurie said, "It is in the best interest
of this football team that the issue
of coaching contracts be discussed
only after the season. We agreed
that there will be no further comments about this matter until that
time."
Kotite chimed in with, "It was
good, I'm glad we did it and it went
well. The No. I thing is this football team and that's where the focus will continue to be."
Well, Jeff, you've managed to
stall on this issue, but you may have
already made a mistake that you'll
live to regret. If you lose Kotite and
can't bring in a top quality coach,
you'll have to suffer the consequences.
What will those consequences be?
A team that begins to decline and
the most diehard football fans in
the country not liking it, or you for
that matter.
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BEARS CHALLENGE DICKINSON
BY CHARLIE WEINGROFF
Sports Editor
The Ursinus football team coneluded its 1994 campaign 0n Saturday with a valiant effort against the
#1 ranked team in Division III
South, the Dickinson Red Devils.
The Devils, fuedup from last year's
loss to the Bears, 31-18, came out
of the game 10-0 and CentelU1ial
Conference champions.
With the ball first. the Bears
marched the ball down the field to
open the scoring. Fueled by their
new "Tiger" set with an H-Back
along with a fullback and tailback,
junior fullback Mark Romano
gained the bulk of his 34 yards in
the opening drive. The first play of
the drive saw a tremendous one
handed grab by junior tight end
Rob Owens. After senior quarterback Brian Lafond. the holder of 8
UC offensl ve records. led his offense down the field. Romano
picked up the touchdown on a 14
yard run. and along with a Mark
McGonagle kick, the Bears led 7-0 .

On Dickinson's first offensive Coach Gilbert a taste of the future,
drive, the Devils scrapped their awe- junior Tom Birchler led the Bears
some running attack in favor of down the field for a touchdown.
play action and option passes. The Sophomore Ron Floyd caught one
Bears, in an effort to stifle the run, of Birchler's 4 caught passes that
got burned by the surprising pass sent him over 1000 yards for the
plays. But the Bears' surprise did year. Bob Hagenberg caught the
not last, as they caused the Red TD pass for 16 yards. Birchler,
Devils to attempt a field goal. who also hit senior wide receiver
Kicker Alan Pfizenmayer's kick T.J. Coyle on the 2 point conversailed way left, and the Bears still sion, ended up 4 for 7 for 70 yards.
Playing their last game for the
led. But after the Bears were forced
to punt, Dickinson returner Charles Bears were their II seniors: #42
Warren ran back the punt 63 yards fullback Jack Clark (6 rushes, 31
yards), #22 wide receiverT.J. Coyle
for a touchdown.
The Ursinus offense continued to (4 receptions for 38 yards), #43
roll, but couldn't get the ball into split tackle John Dunchik, #21 dethe endzone . Going into the half, fensive lineman David Fosbenner,
Dickisnon knew this game would #58 left guard Jeff Kazio, #97 capbe no joke, as they only led 14-7. tain nose tackle Kevin Kopp, # 11
In the second half, the Bears' luck captain quarterback Brian Lafond
ran out. The Devils contolled the (11 of31 for 167 yards), #30 tailback
ball, scoring another 13 points. Tom Mastrangelo (7 rushes-28
Lafond, nursing his rotator cuff in- yards & I rec-12 yards), #67 left
jury, couldn't overcome his ail- tackle Sean Mitchell, #37 punter
ment.andleftthegameinthefourth Brian Suth (7 punts-34.8 avg.), and
#59 inside linebacker Barrett Tyson.
quarter.
The Bears did end the game on a
up note. though. Perhaps giving

Congratulations
Seniors
#42 Jack Clark
#22 T.J. Coyle
#43 John Dunchik
#21 Dave Fosbenner
#58 Jeff Kazio
#97 Kevin Kopp
#11 Brian Lafond
#30 Tom Mastrangelo
#67 Sean Mitchell
#37 Brian Suth
#59 Barrett Tyson

CHUCK'S WAGON
the champion of the world. Well,
George Foreman had better retire
while he's on top. I know he's not
As you know, in Wagons past I forgetting that there's a certain
have refrained from discussing any- gentleman that is under lock and
thing other than the five major pro- key by the Indiana judiciary sysfessional sports: baseball, basket- tem. When Mike Tyson gets out of
ball, football, hockey, and wres- jail in May and fights Foreman for
tling. But what transpired last week- a zillion dollars, all Foreman is
end in the City of Brotherly Love, going to use the money for is hospiLas Vegas, must have the Wagon tal bills. He really has no business
relegate its pages to discuss Fat fighting Tyson because if Tyson is
Albert George Foreman. As you even 50% of what he was, Foreman
know, Mr. Foreman now holds 2 of will have no problem calling all his
the 3 major championships in box- sons George. That's because they'll
ing. Some sparring partner from all look the same to him with his
McCall's Catalog has the other. black eyes that last him the rest of
Foreman defeated another phony his life. And that's all you need to
in a long line of heavyweight jokes know about boxing.
including Buster Douglas, who is
Turning to a real sport, football, it
recovering from some type of in- gives me great pleasure to declare
jury, Tommy Morrison, who fought the Buffalo Bills dead. Any team
better as an actor, Larry Hol!lles, that loses to the Jets should have
who asserts that he loves himself their pulses checked, but the Bills
more than anyone, and Scott Winot, have been wavering on that all or
who kills people on the ski slopes. nothing line all year. They rolled
Michael Moorer, the former champ, the Dolphins and the Chiefs in big
certainly got smacked with some games, but got rolled by the Jets
devastating blows. And while I and Indianapolis Ponies. The Bills
haven't fought professionally for are like a beat up car. One day
several years now, there is no way they'll get you to the City and back,
you can tell me that the champion but the next day they won't get
of the world can make no effort to around the comer. The Bills seem
get up to save his belts. 100 pounds like they use everything they've
of BenGay and Michael Moorer is got one week, and that wipes them
still a stiff.
out for the next two. They're not
So now George Foreman and all old, so that's not an excuse. They've
of his 45 years and 250 pounds is got stars like Thurmal and Kelly.
BY CHARLIE WEINGROFF
Sports Editor

the best. Why this team is not lets. Now that Seikaly and stickdominating or at least up near the figure center Carlos Rogers are in
top is very confusing.
the fold, the Warriors can trade
To the Eagles' Offensive Line: Webber (once he agrees to a COIlDid you use VooDoo or something tract with a different team) to the
to escape the wrath of Eric Swann? Bullets for Juwan Howard's right
Four games. 145 points. 58 re- and Calbert Cheaney. This trading
hype.
bounds. 9 assists. 5 steals. 8 stuff is so cool.
Now I'm sure no one forgot that I blocks. 59.8% from the field.
To Sixers coach/GM John Lucas:
picked Arizona to win the NFC SHAQ. Nuff said.
Tim Perry for Anthony Peeler? No,
East. Of course, that's not going to
Let's take a look at this Miami! what are you going to use an expl~
happen because BuddyBall is Golden State/Atlanta thing. In a siveoff-guardfor? Especiallywben
CruddyBall. But this team is not series of events that began with you can have a plodding one-di- '
bad, and they don't have a bad Chris Webber not signing with the mensional Freehold Borough pr0dcoach. Enigma? Yes. Horrible? Warriors and Kevin Willis walking uct marching up and down the SpecNo. Buddy Ryan is an awesome out on the Hawks, a bevy of inter- trum floor.
talent evaluator and defensive co- related trades have occurred. First
Last week I tried for a tough que.ordinator. Any bitter Philly fan the Warriors traded the soft Billy tion, but again I was deluged with
that denies it can go pound salt. If Owens for the Egyptian Magician correct answers. APE's BearCoylo
he left the offense completely to an Rony Seikaly. The Warriors get a takes the Wagon Trivia ChampiOifo
offensive coordinator, the Cardi- badly needed center, and the Heat ship Belt for the second consecunals would be a lot better off. The now have no center and another tive week as he was the first to
players are actually really good. spare swing-man. Then the Heat knowtheOanSpiveywastheBarrJ
Steve Beurlein is no Montana or trade soon to be All-World Steve Windham clone when a new ~
Marino but he is not a 3 8% and 121 Smith and Grant Long for Kevin ner for Mike Rotundo was needed.
yardspergameQB. Withahealthy Willis. Willis was unhappy so he's So the Machines question remaUd
Garrison Hearst, they have four gone and gives the Heat a sort of- the only question to ever g
very good backs, that include Ron center. But the Hawks have done unanswered .... until now. Thi
Moore, Larry Centers, and Chuck themselves right because Steve week's World Wrestlin~FedeJ'l
Levy. Their line is very solid led by Smith is tremendous. It's not on tion Trivia Ouest ion of the Wee!
the Spanish speaking Luis Sharpe every comer you find a guy who is: What are the Bushwackers . J.
and the mean Earnest Dye. Their can give you a quintuple-double on Luke and Butch, last names
They each have their own. That' j
receivers are good with Randall his best night.
James Thrill Hill, Ricky Proehl,
So that leaves the Warriors with all for this week, and the pleasun I
that went to Galella's high school, an unsigned Chris Webber. I said was indubitably all yours.
and Gary Clark. These are all good last week to give him the whole
players. There is no questioning bam. He's going to get it, but
the defensive personnel as among perhaps from the Snippers or Bul-

They do have a coach with a great
voice. The Bills have had it, and if
Thurman Thomas gets pissed if the
Buffalo media says the dynasty is
over, then that's just too bad.
Thurman says the Bills are still a
great team, and I don't believe the

.
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